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Background: Combined transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and electroencephalography (EEG) can
provide insights into how differing cognitive contexts produce different brain states, through TMS-based
measures of effective connectivity. For instance, in a recent study, the amplitude of the TMS-evoked
response (TMS-ER) derived during the delay-period of a spatial short-term memory (STM) task had a
larger amplitude, and greater spread to distal cortical areas, than the TMS-ER from a fixation condition
(Johnson et al. J Neurophysiol, 2012). This indicated that the brain’s electrical response to TMS is influ-
enced by the cognitive context (STM or fixation) at the time of stimulation. This study also showed
significant individual differences in the shape of the TMS-ER. Further, delay-period spectrograms
revealed patterns of activity, the sustained pattern of delay-period activity (SPDPA), which were different
across individuals.
Objective/hypothesis: The present study addressed whether individual differences in the SPDPA predict
spectral properties of the TMS-ER. We predicted that significant relationships would exist in task-
relevant areas, such as the prefrontal cortex in the case of STM.
Methods: The TMS-ER was derived using TMS-EEG and source-localization methods.
Results: The SPDPA varied significantly across subjects, and these differences predicted individual dif-
ferences in several frequency-dependent parameters of the TMS-ER that were specific to task-relevant
areas, including prefrontal cortex for STM. Furthermore, a follow-up testeretest study revealed that
the SPDPA was stable over sessions.
Conclusions: These observations offer a window into how individual differences in the effects of TMS are
related to trait-like individual differences in physiological profile.

Published by Elsevier Inc.
Introduction

Studies using combined transcranial magnetic stimulation
(TMS) and electroencephalography (EEG) have begun to provide
important insights into how differing behavioral and cognitive
contexts map onto patterns of effective connectivity quantified
using the scalp-recorded TMS-evoked response (TMS-ER) [1].
Effective connectivity refers to the ability of one neuronal group or
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brain area to causally influence another [2]. The TMS-ER is a direct
measure of effective connectivity between the area stimulated and
temporally downstream effects in distal brain areas, because the
time and location of stimulation are known. Studies using this
method have revealed reduced connectivity during non-rapid eye
movement sleep [3], coma [4], and anesthesia-induced coma [5]
compared to waking states. Our own research has shown that
TMS-EEG-based measures of effective connectivity can also
distinguish between waking states [1]. In this prior study, single
pulses of TMS were delivered to the superior parietal lobule (SPL)
during the delay-period of a spatial short-term memory (STM) task
and during a perceptually-identical period of passive fixation. SPL
was chosen as the stimulation site because it has been implicated in
both visual STM [6] and working memory [7]. Results revealed
increased connectivity between the SPL and distal brain areas
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igure 1. TMS-ER differs between individuals across contexts. TMS-ERs for all subjects
the STM (left column) and fixation (right column) conditions. Butterfly plots with

hannel under coil in black, all other channels in gray.
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during STM versus fixation. Connectie underlying physiology of
these subjects.

One possibility is that individual differences in the TMS-ER (a
snapshot of the state of cortical networks at the time of stimula-
tion) are related to, or perhaps governed by, differences in the
underlying, ‘oscillatory state’ of the brain. The state of oscillatory
coupling in the brain is gaining support as a candidate factor
influencing cognition and perhaps even consciousness [9,10].
Confirmation of this possibility could have important implications
for understanding individual differences in many domains of
behavior, including cognition and, possibly, neurological and psy-
chiatric deviations from typical behavior. Thus, the focus of the
present study was to determine whether underlying trait-like
physiological factors may explain the individual differences illus-
trated in Fig. 1. To anticipate the outcome, and because our results
were consistent with this idea, we consider possible functional
implications in the Discussion.

Alternative explanations for the pattern of individual differences
in the TMS-ER illustrated in Fig. 1 include the possibility that they
may reflect task-unrelated contextual differences specific to the
experimental session, such as, for example, what the subject was
thinking about while completing the task. Alternately, they could
reflect variation in individual brain anatomy. Although source
localization methods can map an individual’s brain activity into a
common coordinate space, intrinsic differences in gray and white
matter structure might underlie differences in the TMS-ER.

The oscillatory state of the brain can be estimated through a
spectral decomposition of delay- or fixation-related activity (in the
absence of TMS). An underlying assumption of group-level analyses
of task-related neural activity is that individual variation in spectra
simply reflects noise that needs to be averaged out to find the “true”
task-related signal. However, a recent series of studies show that
individual differences in network properties associated with the
delay-period of a visuospatial STM task predict individual differ-
ences in behavior [11,12]. Additionally, TMS may be sensitive to
individual differences in ongoing oscillations. For instance, an in-
dividual’s phosphene threshold (the stimulation intensity required
to produce phosphenes and an indirect measure of cortical excit-
ability) varies with the individual’s dominant, resting alpha-band
frequency [13,14]. Finally, as described more fully below, inspec-
tion of the delay-period spectrograms from Ref. [1] revealed pat-
terns of delay-period activity that varied markedly between
individuals, a phenomenonwewill refer to as the ‘sustained pattern
of delay-period activity’ (SPDPA).

This report presents results of two studies. In Study 1 we
interrogated the data from Ref. [1] to address whether individual
differences in the SPDPA related to differences in spectral proper-
ties of the TMS-ER. Upon confirming that they did, Study 2
addressed the testeretest reliability of each subject’s SPDPA,
thereby ruling out the possibility that individual differences in the
SPDPA may have merely reflected a temporary state of the brain,
unique to the time of observation and, instead, lending credence to
the idea that these individual differences may reflect a more stable,
trait-like property.

Study 1

Here, we tested the following two hypotheses: 1) that individual
differences in the SPDPA correlated with differences in spectral
properties of the TMS-ER, and 2) that these effects would localize to
areas unique to the current cognitive context (STM or fixation).
Specifically, we predicted that individual differences in SPDPA
would relate to TMS-evoked power in prefrontal cortex (PFC) dur-
ing STM. A body of evidence implicates the PFC as a source of
‘topedown control’, particularly during working memory and STM
F
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[15]. Of relevance to the present study, disruption of left PFC using
theta burst repetitive TMS caused disruption of working memory
performance. Furthermore, individual differences in this change in
performance were correlated with change in left PFC functional
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) activity andwith compensatory,
increased activity in right PFC [16]. Finally, training subjects on a
working memory task strengthened effective connectivity between
the SPL (the site of single-pulse TMS) and areas of the PFC during
performance of a spatial STM task similar to the one used in the
present study [17].

Results from Study 1 showed that the SPDPA varied significantly
between subjects, and that these differences, particularly in the
theta (4e7 Hz) frequency band in two prefrontal areas, predicted
individual differences in TMS-evoked theta band power in those
areas. Importantly, these effects varied with cognitive context,
occurring in PFC during STM but not during fixation. These findings
suggest there to be a dynamic nature to the cortical networks un-
derlying different cognitive contexts, and how these networks
might vary systematically across subjects. To better understand
these findings, it was important to establish whether individual
differences in the SPDPA remain stable over time.

Study 2

Here, we measured the testeretest reliability of the SPDPA. Re-
sults revealed that individual differences in the SPDPA were highly
stable over sessions.

Methods

Study 1

Subjects
16 subjects (8 males, mean age ¼ 21.88 years [SD ¼ 2.94]),

described in Ref. [1], were recruited from the University of
WisconsineMadison community. The UW-Madison Health Sci-
ences Institutional Review Board approved the study protocols. All
subjects gave informed consent and were screened for the presence
of neurological and psychiatric conditions and other risk factors
related to the application of TMS.

Behavioral procedures
Simultaneous TMS-EEG was administered during two consecu-

tive cognitive conditions. Full methodological details can be found
in Ref. [1]. Briefly, single pulses of TMS were delivered to the SPL
during the delay-period of a test of spatial STM (STM) and during
fixation in the absence of a cognitive task (fixation). Conditionswere
blocked and block order was counterbalanced across subjects.

STM. Each trial began with a 1000-ms fixation period, followed by
sequential presentation of four memory targets at different,
randomly selected screen locations. This was followed by a 3750-
ms delay period, during which, the central fixation cross
remained visible. Lastly, there was a probe stimulus. When the
probe appeared, subjects made a yes/no button press indicating
whether its location matched that of one of the four memory tar-
gets (P ¼ 0.5). The shape of the stimulus was irrelevant. On 50% of
trials (randomly interleaved), two TMS pulses were delivered dur-
ing the delay period: The first pulse was delivered 750 � 250 ms
after delay-period onset, followed by the second pulse
2000 � 250 ms later. Trials were separated by a 1000-ms intertrial
interval. A total of 160 TMS pulses were delivered across 80
experimental trials (STM TMSon), intermixed with an equal number
of trials inwhich the STM taskwas performed in the absence of TMS
(STM TMSoff).
Fixation. In this trial block, TMS was applied at an average rate of
0.5 Hz in groups of four pulses during a period of fixation that was
perceptually identical to the delay period of the STM condition
(fixation TMSon). Following each group of four pulses, participants
were instructed to “rest and blink” for 2000 ms. A total of 160 TMS
pulses were delivered during fixation. Data for fixationwithout TMS
was derived from the 2000-ms fixation interval at the start of each
trial (fixation TMSoff).

TMS targeting and stimulation
TMS was delivered with a Magstim Standard Rapid magnetic

stimulator equipped with a 70-mm figure-of-eight stimulating coil
(Magstim, Whitland, UK). TMS was applied to a portion of the left
SPL [Brodmann’s Area (BA) 7] dorsal andmedial to the intraparietal
sulcus and posterior to the postcentral sulcus (see, Fig. 1 of [1]). The
SPL was identified on the basis of individual anatomy from whole-
brain T1-weighted anatomical MRIs acquired with a GE MR750 3T
MRI scanner for each subject prior to the study (176 axial slices
with a resolution of 1 mm isotropic). TMS targeting was achieved
using a Navigated Brain Stimulation (NBS) system (Helsinki,
Finland) that uses infrared-based frameless stereotaxy and the
individual’s high-resolution MRI. TMS intensity was 110e140 V/m
(for a given subject, intensity and coil position were held constant
across the STM and fixation blocks). EEG auditory artifacts were
masked by noise played through headphones. During the set-up,
the noise volume was adjusted such that the subject could not
hear the TMS clicks. This noise masking was done throughout the
session.

EEG recording
EEG was recorded with a 60-channel TMS-compatible amplifier

(Nexstim; Helenski, Finland). Electrode impedance was <5 kU. A
single electrode placed on the forehead was used as the reference
and eye movements were recorded with two additional electrodes
placed near the eyes. Data were sampled at 1450 Hz with 16-bit
resolution.

Data pre-processing
Data were processed offline using the EEGLab toolbox (version

6.01b) running in Matlab R2007b (Mathworks, Natick, MA, USA).
The data were down-sampled to 500 Hz, band-pass filtered be-
tween 2 and 80 Hz, and notch filtered at 60 Hz. Individual elec-
trodes exhibiting excessive noise were interpolated using spherical
spline interpolation [18]. Independent components analysis (ICA)
was then used to identify and remove components reflecting re-
sidual muscle activity, eye movements, blink-related activity, and
residual TMS-related artifacts [19]. In general, very few large TMS
artifacts were evident in the raw data (mean electrodes exhibiting
an artifact ¼ 2.03 [min ¼ 0; max ¼ 5]), and what artifacts were
present were effectively removed using ICA with little distortion of
the EEG waveform [1]. All data were then average-referenced.

Source modeling
Source modeling procedures are described fully in Refs. [8] and

[1]. Briefly, individual cortical meshes were created using the Sta-
tistical Parametric Mapping version 5 (SPM5) software. This
involved warping the binary masks of the skull and scalp obtained
from individual MRIs to the corresponding meshes of the Montreal
Neurological Institute (MNI) atlas. A 3-spheres BERG method [20]
was used to model conductive head volume and calculate the
lead field matrix using the Brainstorm software package. The in-
verse solution was then calculated on a trial-by-trial basis using an
empirical Bayesian approach as implemented in SPM5 [21]. Finally,
to compute the overall current evoked by TMS in different cortical
areas, individual cortical surfaces were attributed to different
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Brodmann areas (BAs) using an automatic anatomical classification
method that maps the individual cortical surface to the region-of-
interest (ROI) masks provided by the WFUPickAtlas tool [22]. Sta-
tistically significant sources were determined using a bootstrapping
procedure as outlined in Ref. [8].

Spectral analysis
TMS-evoked power. For each ROI and condition, power from 0 to
500 ms after TMS onset was calculated using a Morlet wavelet with
3 cycles for the lowest frequency (4 Hz) increasing linearly to 18
cycles for the highest frequency analyzed (50 Hz). Responses were
baseline corrected trial-by-trial by subtracting the mean power
from 500 ms preceding TMS onset.

STM and fixation spectrograms. An estimate of an individual sub-
ject’s SPDPA (i.e. the spectrogram) during STM, for each ROI, was
derived from STM TMSoff trials, epoched from 500 to 2500 ms after
delay onset. To acquire an estimate of an individual subject’s
oscillatory profile during fixation, data from the fixation period of
each trial (2000 ms) were epoched to make up the data of the fix-
ation TMSoff condition. Spectral profiles for the STM TMSoff and fix-
ation TMSoff conditions were then calculated as above. No baseline
correction was done.

All data were averaged across conventional frequency bands:
theta (4e7 Hz), alpha (8e14 Hz), beta (15e29 Hz), and gamma
(30e50 Hz).

Statistical analysis
Cluster analyses. Cluster-based permutation tests implemented
using the Fieldtrip toolbox [23], were used to assess individual
differences in both the TMS-ER and the SPDPA, as measured at the
scalp. Clusters were defined as two or more contiguous electrodes
in which the F-statistic of voltage (or power, mV2/Hz, in the case of
the frequency domain) values within individual 2-ms time bins
(and 1 Hz frequency bins, in the case of power) exceeded a
threshold of P < 0.05. Above-threshold samples were bootstrapped
against 500 random sets of permutations (significance value of
0.05 determined significant clusters). Individual differences in the
TMS-ER from 0 to 500 ms post-TMS were assessed for each
Figure 2. Time-frequency representations of the SPDPA for two representative subjects acro
right columns of each panel), but were remarkably similar across test (top) and retest (botto
corrected to fixation period.
cognitive condition (STM, fixation), entering Subject (1e16) as a
factor. Individual differences in the SPDPA (baseline corrected to
the fixation period) were assessed from 0 to 3600 ms, entering
Subject (1e16) as a factor.

Correlation analyses. Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used to
compare individual differences in the TMS-evoked power with in-
dividual differences in spectral profiles without TMS, using source-
space data. Specifically, for each ROI (16 ROIs total; left and right
BAs 6, 7, 8, 9, 17, 18, 19, 46), individual differences in mean power in
either the theta, alpha, or beta bands for STM TMSoff (i.e. the SPDPA)
were correlated with mean power during STM TMSon in the same or
a different frequency band. Similarly, individual differences inmean
power during fixation TMSoff were correlated with mean power
during fixation TMSon across frequency band combinations. The
gamma band was not included due to a relative lack of significant
individual differences and overall power compared to lower fre-
quency bands as seen in Fig. 2. Additionally, spectral profiles
observed during STM TMSoff and fixation TMSoff were correlated
across frequency band combinations. Bonferroni correction for
multiple comparisons was applied.

Study 2

Subjects
Five subjects from Study 1 plus an additional group of five newly

recruited subjects (1 male, mean age ¼ 22.60 [SD ¼ 2.79]) partici-
pated in this follow-up experiment. Recruitment procedures were
identical to Study 1.

Behavioral procedures
Five subjects from Study 1 performed the STM TMSoff trials (from

the STM task described above; 80 total trials) at retest. Newly
recruited subjects only performed the STM TMSoff trials of the STM
task at both test and retest sessions. The lag between sessions was
either 1 week (n ¼ 5) or 3 months (n ¼ 5).

EEG recording, data pre-processing, and source modeling
Procedures were identical to Study1.
ss testing sessions, channel P1. The SPDPAs were highly unique to each subject (left and
m) sessions for a given subject. Schematic of task timing shown at the bottom. Baseline
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Statistical analysis
Cluster-based permutation tests were used to assess testeretest

differences in the SPDPA using scalp-derived data. Clusters were
defined as two or more contiguous sensors in which the t- statistic
of power values within individual 2-ms time bins and 1 Hz fre-
quency bins exceeded a threshold of P < 0.025 (two-sided). Boot-
strapping was done as above. Test-retest differences were assessed
from 0 (start of the delay) to 3600 ms, with Testing Session (1, 2) as
the within-subjects factor.

Results

Study 1

Behavioral data
As reported in Ref. [1], mean accuracy (% correct) on the

STM task was 84.06 (SD ¼ 8.75) and 84.38 (SD ¼ 8.37) for the
TMSoff versus TMSon conditions, respectively. Mean reaction
time (RT) was 735.90 (SD ¼ 121) ms and 722.66 (SD ¼ 128.09) ms
for the TMSoff versus TMSon conditions, respectively. Repeated
measures ANOVA showed no significant difference between
conditions for either performance measure (Ps < 0.05). Of note,
in the course of the initial analyses of these data as reported
for the publication by Johnson et al. (2012), we found there to
be no correlation between synthetic measures of TMS-based
effective connectivity (the SCD and SCS) and behavioral per-
formance (unpublished result). The possible behavioral implica-
tions of the present findings are considered in the Discussion
section.

The TMS-ER differs between individuals
The present study sought to determine the factors contrib-

uting to variation in the TMS-ER observed across subjects in
Ref. [1] (Fig. 1). Results confirmed that the TMS-ER differed
significantly across subjects in both cognitive conditions (tested
separately, cluster present across all electrodes and time points,
all P’s < 0.0001), suggesting that the amplitude and spatial
spread of the TMS-ER shows significant individual differences
within either cognitive context. A possible clue to understanding
these differences in the TMS-ER is suggested by Fig. 2 (left and
right columns), which depicts the SPDPA for two representative
subjects during TMSoff trials. As can be seen, each subject shows a
distinctive SPDPA.

The SPDPA differs between individuals
We conducted a cluster-based analysis to quantify the individual

differences across the scalp-derived SPDPA. Figure 3A shows clus-
ters exhibiting significant differences in the SPDPA between sub-
jects, segregated into four conventional frequency bands.
Significant clusters of electrodes existed throughout the delay-
period in each frequency band. The most pronounced differences
were in the alpha and beta bands. Given these differences, we went
on to assess whether variance in the SPDPA across subjects
explained variance in spectral properties of the TMS-ER.

Variation in TMS-evoked power is correlated with individual
differences in SPDPA

Separate correlation analyses were conducted at the source level
to determine whether intersubject variance in power correlated
with variation in TMS-evoked power at each ROI, across frequency
bands. Results showed that significant correlations were all in the
positive direction and were restricted to certain areas (Table 1 and
Fig. 4). Beginning with the STM TMSoff condition, individual differ-
ences in two frequency bands correlated with the magnitude of the
theta-band component of the TMS-ER. In particular, variation in
theta-band power during STM TMSoff related to individual variation
in TMS-evoked theta-band power in BAs 8 and 9 (Table 1, Fig. 4A
and C). Variation in STM TMSoff alpha-band power also correlated
with variation in TMS-evoked theta-band power in BA 9 (Table 1,
Fig. 4B). In BAs 8 and 9, the correlations between theta-band and
alpha-band power for STM TMSoff and theta-band power for STM
TMSon were significantly different from analogous comparisons
made during fixation (Table 1), suggesting that the effects in PFC
were specific to the cognitive context.

For fixation, oscillatory power in both the beta and theta bands
during fixationTMSoff correlatedwith themagnitude of TMS-evoked
theta-band power during fixation, emanating from visual cortex
(left BA 17; Table 1, Fig. 4D and E). However, neither of these effects
statistically differed from the analogous effects observed during
STM.

Because the TMS-ER for STM and fixation shared similar features
(Fig. 1), we wondered to what degree the oscillatory profiles of the
two cognitive contexts were similar across brain areas. Multiple
factors might contribute to such a correlation including not only
subject-specific brain anatomy, but also commonality in the un-
derlying functional neural circuitry that might be used for both STM
and maintaining fixation. To address this, we computed correla-
tions between the spectral profiles observed during STM TMSoff and
fixation TMSoff. Note that these data were source-localized to alle-
viate some of the exogenous factors that might contribute to such a
correlation such as scalp-to-cortex distance, etc. This analysis
showed high levels of correlation across brain areas that were
highest between the same bands (e.g. theta-band power during
STM TMSoff correlated with theta-band power during fixation TMSoff;
Fig. 5) or adjacent spectral bands (e.g. theta-band power during STM
TMSoff correlated with alpha-band power during fixation TMSoff).
This raises the possibility that there is a high degree of similarity
between the actual networks engaged during these two cognitive
contexts.

Study 2

Individual SPDPAs are reliable across testing sessions
The results of Study 1 showed that individual differences in the

power of the TMS-ER correlated with individual differences in the
SPDPA, which could reflect unique features of an individual’s un-
derlying physiology. Alternatively, these differences might reflect
incidental factors, such as the arrangement of the electrode cap on
the subject’s head, or the subject’s emotional state on the day of
testing. To rule these out, we assessed the stability of an individual’s
unique SPDPA over time.

As a first step, we conducted separate one-way ANOVAs
comparing RT and accuracy measures of performance across testing
sessions. All tests were non-significant (all Ps > 0.30). The lack of
behavioral differences allowed for direct comparison of neural
measures. Individual differences in the SPDPA between the two
sessions were assessed using cluster-based permutation tests
(Fig. 3B). Although significant clusters were found during some
time epochs, no significant differences were sustained across the
duration of the delay-period, suggesting that individual differences
in delay-period activity are stable over time, and may thus reflect a
trait-like property (see examples of testeretest reliability in two
example subjects in Fig. 2).

Discussion

The prevalence of group-level analyses in many areas of cogni-
tive neuroscience demonstrates an implicit assumption that
individual-level variation in physiological signals amount to noise
that needs to be “averaged out” to find the “true”, task-related
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Figure 3. SPDPA varies between individuals but is stable over time, group-level analysis. Topographical plots showing results of cluster analyses comparing delay-period spectral
power between- and within-subjects. In each plot, black squares highlight electrodes exhibiting significant differences in delay-period spectral power. (A) Illustrates differences
between the 16 subjects participating in (Study 1); (B) illustrates within-subject differences from five of these original subjects, plus five additional, who performed the STM task on
two separate occasions, thereby giving an empirical estimate of testeretest reliability (Study 2).

Table 1
Correlation between oscillatory power and TMS-evoked power.

Area TMSoff band:
TMSon band

STM Fixation Comparison

df, r P df, r P z P

9L Theta:Theta 15, 0.86a <0.001 13, 0.67 0.01 2.11 0.03
9L Alpha:Theta 15, 0.93a <0.001 13, 0.36 0.22 2.99 0.003b

8L Theta:Theta 15, 0.89a <0.001 13, 0.09 0.77 3.11 0.002b

17L Theta:Theta 15, 0.79 <0.001 13, 0.89a <0.001 �0.82 0.41
17L Beta:Theta 15, 0.53 0.04 13, 0.86a <0.001 �1.64 0.10

Pearson’s correlation coefficient and associated P-value for correlation between STM
TMSoff versus STM TMSon in columns 3 and 4 and between fixation TMSoff versus
fixation TMSon in columns 5 and 6. Columns 7 and 8 show the z-value and associated
P-value.

a Ps < 1.54�4, corrected.
b Ps < 0.01, corrected.
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signal. In the present study we analyzed a dataset in which we had
observed marked individual variability in the SPDPA to determine
what influence, if any, such differences had on the TMS-ER. Con-
trary to the assumption outlined above, we hypothesized that in-
dividual differences in the TMS-ER would be systematically related
to properties of the underlying context-specific oscillatory brain
activity. Furthermore, we reasoned that if such a relationship exists,
it would most likely be observed in brain networks that are specific
to the current context.

Results showed that the SPDPA varied significantly across sub-
jects and that differences in delay period theta- and alpha-band
power correlated with individual differences in delay-period
TMS-evoked power in the theta band. These effects were seen in
frontal regions (BAs 8 and 9) known to have strong anatomical



 C BA

 E D

Figure 4. Correlation between spectral profiles of the TMS-ER and SPDPA during either STM TMSoff or fixation TMSoff. Areas showing a significant correlation include left (A) BA 8,
(B) and (C) BA 9, and (D) and (E) BA 17. Raw delay period power is shown on the x-axis and TMS-evoked power is shown on the y-axis. For all panels, the solid lines illustrate
regression lines for significant correlations (corrected for multiple comparisons), and dashed lines show non-significant linear trends. Note that, with the exception of BA 8, these
effects are highly similar across conditions. Black: individual subject data during STM. Gray: individual subject data during fixation. All correlations coefficients and associated
P-values found in Table 1. Inset MNI brain shows spatial extent of BAs with significant correlations; BA 9 in orange, BA 8 in blue, and BA 17 in pink.
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connections with SPL, and to display elevated effective connec-
tivity with SPL during STM-task performance [1,17]. The latter may
explain why the individual differences effects reported here were
stronger in frontal cortex during the STM than the fixation
Figure 5. Correlation between power during STM versus fixation, TMSoff. Power derived fro
grams are labelled sequentially on the x-axis such that, e.g. the correlation between STM
correlation (r value) in shade of green. Correlations were greater for adjacent bands, and
corrected for multiple comparisons), black squares show no significant correlation.
condition. During fixation, power in the theta and beta bands
predicted TMS-evoked power in the theta band in primary visual
cortex (BA 17), though this relationship was not significantly
different from the analogous relationship seen during STM. Since
m Brodmann areas labelled on y-axis. Spectral bands for STM versus fixation spectro-
theta band power and fixation beta band power is labelled theta:beta. Magnitude of
highly similar between cognitive contexts. Only significant correlations colored (P’s
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the SPDPA is effectively “in place” when TMS is delivered, it
necessarily precedes TMS in time, and allows us to speculated that
individual differences in the SPDPA might have a deterministic
effect on the TMS-ER.

Of note, no such correlations were observed at the site of
stimulation, the SPL, for either behavioral condition. This surprised
us considering that Johnson et al. (2012) show that the TMS-ER in
SPL is larger in amplitude during STM versus fixation [1]. Based on
this, we expected there to be a correlation between underlying
brain activity and TMS-evoked power in SPL for STM. However, this
was not the case. In fact, the SPDPA as measured at parietal elec-
trodes was highly similar across behavioral conditions (Fig. 5), what
was different between conditions is that the effective connectivity of
SPL was stronger with frontal areas during STM, whereas its was
stronger with primary visual cortex during fixation.

As mentioned, oscillatory profiles during STM and fixation
observed in the present study were strongly correlated, suggesting
a high degree of similarity between the networks engaged during
the two cognitive contexts. The degree to which these correlations
reflect neutrally relevant activity and the degree to which they
reflect nonspecific effects of factors such as volume conduction
cannot be parsed with the current analysis.

An additional possible confound could be the tapping sensation
produced by discharge of the TMS coil, which was present during
both STM and fixation. We think this is unlikely to explain our re-
sults, however, because the majority of individual differences
findings from the present study were in the left hemisphere,
whereas peripheral stimulation of the scalp on the left side of the
midline (where TMS was delivered) would be expected to be
manifest as neural activity in the right hemisphere.

Why might these effects concentrate in lower frequency bands
of the EEG? One possibility is that they reflect a specific role for low-
frequency oscillations in promoting coordination between cortical
areas during task performance (as suggested in, e.g. Ref. [24], see
Ref. [25] for a review). In keeping with this possibility, prominent
theta-band oscillations in frontal, control-related cortical areas
have been proposed to synchronize activity in posterior brain areas
[26], the putative site of the mnemonic representations underlying
STM [27]. Additionally, theta-band power increases as memory load
increases [28], and a measure of theta:gamma coupling plateaus in
posterior areas at supra-capacity memory loads [29]. Also, fronto-
parietal alpha-band phase synchronization predicts individual dif-
ferences in STM capacity [12].

A further question addressed here is whether one’s distinct
SPDPA represents a temporary state of the brain, unique to the date
and time of observation, or whether it represents a stable trait-like
physiological property of the observer. Study 2 revealed that indi-
vidual SPDPAs were stable over repeated testing sessions separated
by anywhere fromoneweek to severalmonths. Thus, an individual’s
SPDPAmay indeedbe trait-like. In keepingwith thepresentfindings,
previous research has shown high testeretest reliability of EEG
spectra, both during the delay-period of a modified Sternberg STM
task, and with eyes closed in the absence of an explicit task [30,31].
These analyses, however, focused on the average spectral power
collapsed across the delay-period. The analysis reported here ex-
tends these observations to the reliability of the full time-frequency
spectrogram throughout the delay- and fixation-intervals. Addi-
tionally, the TMS-ER itself has shown testeretest reliability [32].
Thus an individual’s unique SPDPAmay be akin to a fingerprint of an
individual’s brain activity. Such differences could be determined, in
part, bymolecular and genetic factors [33,34], which can bemapped
by neurogenesis [35] and changes in effective connectivity arising as
a result of experience [17].

An important future direction for this work is to explore the
behavioral implications of these results. Defining the direct
behavioral relationship between individual differences in the TMS-
ER and the SPDPA was not the purpose of the current study. The
central problem in addressing this larger question is that it is unclear
which components of the TMS-ER should be expected to predict or
relate to performance. Formal testing of this question using these
data would require a multivariate regression of all measures of the
TMS-ER across frequency bands onto a single measure of behavioral
performance. In view of the relatively small sample size in the pre-
sent study, and the narrow range of behavioral variability (which
was by design for this study), it is unlikely that meaningful corre-
lations would come from such an analysis. Results from the present
study, however, do offer a concrete range of frequencies and ROIs of
interest that can now be used to test the relationship between STM
performance and TMS-based effective connectivity. Of relevance, in
a recently published study we explored the question of whether
training on a working memory task changes measures of task-
related effective connectivity [17]. We found that working memory
training increased effective connectivity between frontal and pari-
etal brain areas, but found no consistent relationship between in-
dividual differences in memory capacity and singular metrics of
TMS-based effective connectivity (unpublished observation). Using
those same measures in the current dataset, we also found no sig-
nificant correlation between measures of TMS-based effective con-
nectivity and neither accuracy nor RT. Most likely the relationship
between behavior and such TMS-based measures is multivariate in
nature and requires a tailored experimental approach.

Although at present it is little more than speculation, we are
intrigued by the possibility that one factor underlying our results
may be the phenomenon of long-range temporal correlations
(LRTCs), or temporal dependencies between different parts of a
neuronal signal that decays according to a power law. Theymay also
relate to the phenomenon of neural avalanches, in which one ‘unit’
of a system reaches a threshold and “turns”, initiating a cascade of
events that propagate throughout a system, the nature of which can
also be described by power laws. Both of these phenomena have
been shown to be related to performance on cognitive tasks [36,37].
Additionally, LRTCs are highly stable over time [38] and appear to
be genetically determined to some extent [39]. Furthermore, LRTCs
and avalanches seen during task and rest states are closely related
[36]. This raises the possibility that the TMS-ERmay reflect a similar
‘neuronal avalanche’, albeit one generated by an injection of current
directly into a cortical area, rather than through stimulus input. The
relationship between individual differences in TMS-evoked power
and endogenously generated neural oscillations observed during
different cognitive contexts in the present study suggests that this
might be the case. Assessing this possibility, however, will require
further research.
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